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Abstract: This paper present an innovative technique based on multi-agent genetic algorithm for optimization of a network. We unify
agent system with genetic algorithm and applied to solve multi-objective problem optimization. In this algorithm an agent illustrate a
candidate results to the optimization problem. Agent lives in the grid environment and it possesses own local space called the
neighborhood. In the neighborhood, an agent can compete and collaborate with other agents, to attain the purpose of gene exchanged
and evolved. Agent also possesses some cognition of the surroundings and can pursue itself while expands, with the aim to adapt itself to
the surroundings better and increases its viability. A new multi-agent genetic algorithm is proposed named as MAGA-NOP, in which we
implement crossover operator based on neighborhood to get useable information from its neighbor and by doing this we avoid it from
random recombination. We used priority based encoding mechanism to encode chromosome strings. Several networks are used to test
the algorithm performance; the experimental results revealed that MAGA-NOP has a progressive performance than other algorithms.
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1. Introduction
The optimization of network problem is to reduce the cost
and delay to find optimal path from initial source node to
end source node is a most famous problem in network field.
Several researches focus on the shortest path algorithms,
which has given arise to a different number of research
techniques for different conditions and constraints [1-3].
Recently we pay attention on time dependent graphs studies
[4, 5]. The foundation need for research is the potential to
get multiple Pareto-optimal results in only one run. The
basic motive why problem has multi objective formulation
because we cannot get single unique solution that can
optimize objects simultaneously. The best practical value is
that algorithm that is able produce a long range of alternative
result that is near to the optimal Pareto front.
Genetic algorithm basically represents a class with different
methodology relying on heuristic random search technique.
John H. Holland proposed it during early seventies since he
has discovered application in a number of practical
problems. The genetic algorithm can be seen as an
evolutionary process where in a population of solutions
arises beyond the sequence of generations. Mostly we used
computational models for intricate system simulation
activities used in engineering for performance optimization.
In the area of engineering the multi objective problem
appears as natural fashion. All the objective functions should
be optimized once; in general all they want to compete with
others and the optimization process necessary to find good
optimal solution.
For the solution of multi-objective problem of optimization
the foundation goals are; ü To save non-dominate result and
relate with the optimal results ü For objective function we
keep making progress to get the Pareto front ü For the
optimal Pareto result we maintain the diversity on Pareto
front ü For designer we provide large but constant number
for the point selection of Pareto to take decision In past
years, there is an interesting concern from the artificial
intelligence community on agent-based computation

methods, which are utilized to determine numerous
optimization problems [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. Liu et al. [11]
give unique distributed techniques to solve constraint at is
faction problems they used energy-based multi agent for the
solution of 7000 queen problem. Zhong et al. [12] give a
new technique by combining genetic algorithm and multiagent system to solve the numerical optimization of the
global problems. Mostly the stationary problems are solved
using the agent based computation. In 1950s, to solve multiobjective optimization problem plethora of techniques
developed. Some of the representative classical methods are
linear programming, the weighted sum method, and the goal
programming method. Furthermore, the classical routing
problems have an intention to diminish the total distance or
total travelling time in single objective problem. Regardless,
in several applications tackling with the design and
efficiently use of networks, the social complexity and
economic environment requires the explicit consideration of
destination functions other than cost either travel time.
In other words, it is essential to believe it that many
problems in real world are multi-criteria in nature. The
objective functions related to environmental impact, risk,
accessibility, cost, reliability and time have relevance for
choosing the best optimal route in numerous problems of
optimization in a network [13]. Consequently, the study of
models for shortest path is a natural beginning of network
models for introducing innovative ideas, including the usage
of appropriate data structures and data scaling to increase the
outcomes of the algorithmic in worst cases [14]. The
aptitude of multi-objective and evolutionary algorithms to
determine multiple Pareto-optimal outputs in only single run
has been made them attractive for solving problems with
various and opposing goals. Recently, to get satisfactory
solution evolutionary algorithms combined with multi-agent
system to resolve combinatorial optimization and problems
of constraint satisfaction. Given all such proofs, we realized
that Multi-agent genetic algorithm is adequate in solving
wide-scale complicated problem in similar manner to get the
suitable path between nodes in network.
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In this paper, a multi-agent genetic algorithm (MAGA-NOP)
is proposed to optimize the network. Four genetic operators
of agents are designed or redesigned to attain the goal:
neighborhood competition parameter and neighborhood
weight mapping crossover realize contention and
collaboration among agents. Mutation and self-learning
parameter enhance the strength of agents by information.

called the set A edge when a given network is presented by
graph G=(V, A).An edge(u, v) show that u and v have a
connection that contains a positive value represent cost from
u to v. Path is a chain of nodes from v1 to Vn where every
node is different. Figure 1 shows an example of a directed
graph with weighted edges. In the Fig.1, (1, 2, 3, 4) is path
between 1 and node 4.

2. Related Work

The key objective of optimal problem is to find minimum
cost z between given nodes. Mathematical representation is
given below

The key objective of network optimization problem is to
avail the feasible route between two given nodes in the
network. Different methods are proposed to give optimal
path in the network [14, 15]. Here we reviewed the
important algorithms for the solution of this problem.
Dijkstra presenting a method which gives solution for
unique source shortest problem in O (n square) time; all
edge needs to be more than zero either zero. We can execute
the shortest paths given from start node to all different nodes
without worsening run time [1, 14]. Hence, Bellman-Ford
delivered an algorithm which can compute one source
optimal paths in weighted digraph (for these case few edges
may retain negative weights). Compare to Dijkstra’s
algorithm, which accomplishes the similar problem that’s
running time is low, but it required positive edge weights.
Hence, Bellman-Ford is mostly used when weights of edge
is negative [14]. Floyd-War shall, relaxed the constraint that
all weights must be nonnegative, the algorithm provided can
solve all the shortest route problem by multiply
representation of adjacency-matrix in directed, weighted
graph multiple time with O(n3) time complexity [3, 14].

Where: n number of nodes; cij transmission cost of arc (i, j)
and x ij the link on an arc i, j belong to A.

Figure 1: Direceted Graph

4. Algorithm Description
Eppstein [2] gives algorithm that can able to provide the k
optimal routes in O (m+ n log n + k) time when the n is
nodes and m is edges. Recently, several methods catch
attention towards addressing the SPP, especially the GAs
(and other evolutionary algorithms) because of their
capability as optimization technique. In the network, they
usually used to get the solution of optimization problems in
communication network optimization problems, including
the effective approaches on dynamic routing problem,
multicasting routing problem. These types of problems can
formed as combinatorial optimization [14]. In a similarly
way, we will stated the work of Gen et al. [16]; it
demonstrated that it can solves the shortest path problem
using an ordinary undirected graph assigning static weights.
It will be better by indicating that, the purpose of the
operation was not to calculate using conventional algorithm,
but to represent an encoding scheme that perhaps is
extendible to numerous challenging problems for which
undetermined algorithm exists. Since then allot of genetic
algorithms have been created, specifically a genetic
algorithm for solution of routing problem for shortest path
and for sizing populations by Ahn and al. [17]. The current
study is basis on the association of multi-agent systems and
genetic algorithms for network optimization to find optimal
path. The proposed algorithm can be imposed on real world
applications.

3. Problem Formulation

a) Agents For Optimal Path
Genetic algorithm is particularly suitable to solve multiobjective optimization problems, because they deal
simultaneously with a set of possible solutions. A lot of
Pareto optimal solutions can be obtained by a single
simulation run of genetic algorithm, instead of having to
perform a series of separate runs as in the case of the
traditional
mathematical
programming
techniques.
Additionally, genetic algorithm does not need derivative and
continuity of the objective functions, so that it is easy to
apply to practice problem.
An agent can be defined as a arithmetically process that
manifest high degree of sovereignty, by conducting actions
in atmosphere based on knowledge acquired by the
environment for special use. In multi agent atmosphere there
are more than one agent lives, so they can communicate with
one another and moreover where the atmosphere constraints
so the agent doesn’t know each and everything at any
specific given time while the other agents know (including
the internal states of the other agents themselves) [8,18].
These show that the meaning of an agent is different for
different problems and should be designed according to the
problems under consideration. In MAGA-NOP, an agent is
defined as a path between two nodes, source node and
destination node in the network.

A constant set of nodes V={1,2..,n} and a pairs ordered of
nodes collection A={(i, j),(k, l),(m, n),..,(u, v)} from v is
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Definition 1: An agent is a candidate solution for the
optimal path problem that is under analysis; so its energy
value can be defined by the fitness function.
Definition 2: All agents represents in a lattice like
atmosphere. Each agent has its own fixed place in this lattice
like atmosphere and they can only interchange information
with neighbors / contiguous. In Figure 2 we can see agents
Latsize x Latsize environment. For an agent 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖,𝑗 place at
𝑖𝑡ℎ line 𝑗𝑡ℎ row in the lattice, 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 , then
the Contiguous𝑖,𝑗 of 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖,𝑗 can be define as follows (17) and
can be better visualized in Figure 4.

disadvantage that 𝑛-to-one mapping may appear for the
encoding at some case. The random initialization is applied
for this work. How to encode a solution of the optimal path
problem in the network is the basic issue for GAs. We need
to consider these crucial issues carefully when building a
new non-binary application string coding so as to design an
effective GA chromosome. In MAGA-NOP, we use the
priority-based encoding and decoding proposed by Lin and
Gen in Ref. [19]. In this representation method, the node ID
is represented by the position of a gene and the value of the
node ID is used to represent the priority of the node for
building a path among candidate.
The encoding method and decoding of the path in the graph
in Figure 1.We start by finding a node for the position next
to source node 1, node 2 and 3 are eligible for the position,
which is fixed according to adjacent relation among nodes.
Respectively, the priorities values of them are 3 and 1. Node
2 is chosen and is put into the path because of highest
priority value. The possible nodes next to node 2 are node 3
and node 4. Because of his highest priority value, node 4 is
put into the path. Then we form the set of nodes available
for next position and select the one with the highest priority
among them. Repeat these until we obtain a complete path.
(1-2-4).We use priority-based encoding and decoding
because is offering many advantages, first, any permutation
of the encoding produces a path, secondly, it suitable for
most existing genetic operators, thirdly, any path has a
corresponding encoding and fourthly, is searching in all
solution space.

Figure 3: Agent Lattice Environment

Figure 2: Flow Chart for Proposed Algorithm

b) Population Initialization and Agent Representation
Random initialization and heuristic initialization are two
general initialization methods acting that satisfy the
boundary and/or scheme restraint to the problem. However
the mean fitness for the initialization of heuristic is relatively
high so that it may help the genetic algorithmic program to
uncovering a solvent faster. At the similar time, for large
weighing machine problem like routing optimization, the
heuristic approach may just explore a small character of the
solution blank makes it's difficult to uncovering a optimal
global solution Usually the encryption process is designed
depending on the chromosome nature for generating the
initial population. Therefore, this research uses random
initialization that we can create the first population. In
increase, the rejection strategy is used to grasp chromosome
representation constraints. However it presented the

Figure 4: Agent Neighbors
c) Selection Operator
In accordance to attain limited resources in the environment,
agents compete against each other. Only the individuals with
good adaptability can be chosen to survive, others will be
eliminated. Each time three individual are selected using
roulette wheel and then the best two individual are selected.
d) Genetic Parameter of Agent
MAGA-NOP has four genetic parameters: neighborhood
competition operator and neighborhood weight mapping
crossover, they yield competition and collaborate among
agents. Agent’s energy by knowledge increased by selflearning and mutation techniques. . Given an agent 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖, =
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(𝑛1, 𝑛2, … , 𝑛𝑛), we define maximum agent 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖,𝑗 in the
neighborhood of 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖,𝑗 as follow: 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖, = 𝑚1, 𝑚2, … , 𝑚𝑛
∈ 𝑁𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖,𝑗 and ∀𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∈ 𝑁𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ,
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦(𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡) ≤ 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖,𝑗 . Below is the brief
explanation of four operators:
1) Neighborhood competition Operator
In all agent lattice environment, this operator takes to
competition between an agent 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖,= (𝑛1, 𝑛2, … , 𝑛𝑛)and
the agent 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑚1, 𝑚2, … , 𝑚𝑛 in its local
environment. If an agent is winner that means its energy is
more than maximum energy in its neighbors then it can live
and will be left untouched. Otherwise agent is loser, so it
must die and a new agent that generated by plan described
below will occupy his lattice-point.
This strategy is derived from that proposed by Zhong et
al.[8] and was taken over by Xiaoying P. et al.[9], is a kind
of heuristic crossover, is in favor of reserving some
information of a loser. The dead agent perhaps still has
useful information, so the new agent generated by both the
agent L and agent Max. At the end of this operation, the
energy of each agent is reappraisal.
2) Crossover Operator
The crossover operation reflects the collaborative behavior
of agents. The agent who lives in the environment will
collaborate with others in the same neighborhood, to
improve their own energy. From the weight mapping
crossover proposed by Lin and Gen [18]; what can be
considered as an addition of one-cut point crossover for
transmutation representation. In this one-cut point crossover,
two chromosomes (parents) would choose a random-cut
point and generate the offspring by using a segment of its
own parent to the left of the cut point, then reshape the right
segment based on the weight of other parent of right
segment.

itself. For mutation we will use inverse transformation
method. We generate adaptive mutation probability. If P <
Pm then we create two random points. If point > point 1
then we do reverse transformation. This is a very simple
mutation operator. Select two random points (i.e.; positions
2 through 5) and reverse the genes between them. If the
mutation rate is not in [0, 1], the mutation rate is repaired
into the [0, 1] according to the repair rule.
01234567
Becomes
04321567
4) Self-learning Parameter
We will find the maximum value from the adjacent three.
We set the self learning probability 0.3. If the agent energy
found after using self-learning operator is not more than the
current best agent energy, it will not be taken into
consideration. And the 𝑆𝑙𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑡 is taking the proprieties of
𝐶𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑡.

5. Experimental Results
In this section, we study the effectiveness of our approach.
We compare the results obtained by MAGA-NOP with
result of the NSGA-II algorithm. MAGA-NOP is running on
Core(TM) M5-5Y10c processor (0.80GHz 1.00 GHz) with
4GB RAM. We show that our algorithm successfully finds
the optimal route in the network and it is competitive with
other approaches. The MAGA-NOP algorithm has been
written in C language, as regards MAGA-NOP, we
employed a trial-and-error procedure and then selected the
parameter values giving good results for all simulation data
sets. Thus, we set 𝑃𝑐 0.6, 𝑃𝑚 0.4, the population size was
100 this means the agent lattice dimension was 10 and
number of generations 300.The simulation studies have been
done in weighted network topology (with 20) as shows by in
Figure 5.

In this we use two-cut point crossover instead of one cutpoint crossover, two chromosomes (parents) will choose two
random-cut points and generate the offspring by using a
segment of its own parent between the middle of the cut
points, then reshape the cut segment based on the weight of
other parent of the cut segment. We also use another
parameter as adaptive crossover probability for mixing
parameter.
In this paper, we have designed a new weight mapping
crossover operator based on neighborhood. An agent 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖, =
(𝑛1, 𝑛2, … , 𝑛𝑛) on the lattice will only cross with 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖,𝑗 =
𝑚1, 𝑚2, … , 𝑚𝑛 so as to obtain useful information from its
neighbors and avoid random recombination. In order to
protect good patterns, we will not change 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖,= 𝑚1, 𝑚2,
… , 𝑚𝑛 . ∀𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑛1, 𝑛2, … , 𝑛𝑛 , if 𝑈 0,1 < 𝑃𝑐 and
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖,𝑗 < 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦(𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖,𝑗 ),we will perform the
Neighborhood weight mapping crossover between the agent
𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖,𝑗 and 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖,𝑗 then the newly generated agent will
replace 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖,𝑗 . At the end of this operation, the energy of
each agent is revaluated.

Figure 5: Network with 20 Nodes

3) Mutation Operator
Agent possesses some environment knowledge, and it can
make use of the knowledge to learn for improving energy
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Figure 8 show convergence of each algorithm. We compare
computation time for each algorithm for different number of
generations. MAGA-NOP take less time of computation and
it is more convergent toward optimal solution in less time.

Figure 6: Optimal Path using ACO

Figure 9:

Route Failure Ratio

First the quality of solution for each algorithm is
investigated. The route optimality is defined as the
percentage of time that the algorithm needs to find the
optimal path or shortest path. The route failure is the inverse
of the route optimality. It is asymptotically the probability
that the computed route is not optimal, because it is the
relative frequency of the route failure.

6. Conclusion
Figure 7: Optimal Path using MAGA-NOP
Table 1: Comparison of GA, ACO and MAGA-NOP
Algorithm Node
Ant colony
optimization
Genetic
Algorithm
MAGANOP

20
20
20

Parameters

Path

Total
cost

iteration = 300

1-4-9-15-19-20

233

Pop_size = 100; max
1-3-9-15-14-20
gen = 300
Pop_size = 100; max 1-4-10-11-16gen = 300
19-20

316
114

Table 2: Comparison of two objectives
Algorithm
NSGA-II
MAGANOP

Total Total
cost Delay

Parameters

Path

Pop_size = 100;
max gen = 300
Pop_size = 100;
max gen = 300

1-4-10-1920
1-4-10-1116-19-20

157

164

114

148

Table 1 represents the result get for one objective using
same number of parameter for each algorithm.
Table 2 represents the result for two objectives that is
optimization of cost and delay.

Figure 8: Time vs Generations

This paper proposes the algorithm named as MAGA-NOP to
optimization of a network. The observations in Multioptimization problem show that MAGA-NOP has a vast
ability to find optimal solutions in the network. Because it is
getting advantages of the combination of evolutionary
algorithm and multi-agent system to exceed the existing
routing algorithm. Although, we can also able to find
optimal path in the network using different number of nodes
and edges by MAGA-NOP algorithm. Initialization step is
responsible for performance because mostly it depends on
the quality and number of chromosomes.
In MAGA-NOP, a series of operators are designed or
redesigned,
neighborhood
competition
operator,
neighborhood weight mapping crossover, reverse mutation
and self-learning operator to realize the multi-agent system
and genetic algorithm behaviors. In our future work we plan
to redesign MAGA-NOP considering the dynamic nature of
network.
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